The paper develops a theoretical foundation for using count data models in travel cost analysis. Two micro models are developed: a restricted choice model and a repeated discrete choice model. We show that both models lead to identical welfare measures.
where Uo is a reference level of utility. Equation (3) highlights the two components of the decision making process: how much of X, to consume and how much of X2 to buy. Since X, can only be changed in infra-marginal amounts, the compensated demand for X1, H(P,, P2, E, U0) = aE/aPI, will be constant over discrete ranges of the expenditure function, with discrete jumps at prices that define the endpoints of these ranges. As illustrated in figure 1, the expenditure function will be piecewise linear, and the compensated demand will be a step function.
If repeated observations on a single individual could be obtained, each observation differing only in price, it would be possible to determine the step-function comprising the compensated demand curve for an indivisible good. In actual circumstances, such a highly controlled sample is rarely available. Instead, price variation occurs across individuals, where each individual in the sample possesses a unique set of unobservable (E) factors. At any price, these factors (ceteris paribus) determine the quantity each individual consumes.
Estimating demand relationships with such data, the analyst can at best determine proba- One means of summarizing these probabilities is through a probability density function. Viewed in this manner, estimation of a demand curve is an exercise in computing the parameters of a probability density function. These parameters will vary as prices vary; hence, the probability of observing a particular level of demand will change as prices vary. It is interesting to consider the estimation of continuous demand curves. The random component (E) is often included as a demand shifter; for example, in the linear model of demand for a good Q, Q = Xp + E. Alternatively, one can assume that, conditional on observed prices, demand will be distributed according to some continuous probability distribution. For example, demand can be postulated to follow a normal distribution: Q -N(XP, 0-2); with the XP of the linear model now interpreted as the location parameter of a normal distribution, and 0-2 describing the variance of e across the population. This interpretation of continuous demand is essentially the same as the interpretation of the demand for indivisible goods offered above.
For indivisible goods, a probability distribution defined only over the nonnegative integers is required. One such candidate for this distribution is the Poisson. The Poisson probability distribution is a single parameter distribution (A), with probability density function (PDF) defined as Welfare analysis is often conducted by computing a consumer surplus (as an approximation to a compensating variation) by integrating under a demand curve. With count models, the estimated function is a probability distribution of trips. Taking the expectation of this distribution yields an expected response (number of trips) at every price. By integrating underneath this expected response, a measure of the expected value of consumer surplus is obtained.
Formally It is interesting to contrast this to continuous models, where consumer surplus measurement techniques dictate use of observed demand (Bockstael et al.) to estimate consumer surplus for individuals in a sample. A common presumption is that random and unobservable factors (e) effect demand in an additive (or multiplicative) fashion. The count model, in contrast, estimates the distribution of trips from which any individual draws; with random factors incorporated in a parametric fashion rather than as a residual.
The Repeated Discrete Choice Model
As an alternative to the restricted choice framework presented above, count models can also be derived from repeated discrete choices. At each choice interval, the consumer can make a binomial (zero/one) choice to consume or not. For example, each day, the recreator can choose whether to take a trip to a site or to engage in some other activity. The count model can then be derived from a repeated application of these discrete choices.
A simple conditional utility model is adopted to reflect the discrete choice of consuming or not: Hence the consumer's choice will depend on the realization of E, = {Eo,, El,}.5
Furthermore, if we assume (without loss of generality) that Po equals zero, on a given day t there is a probability irt(P,, Y) that the good one will be chosen (the site will be visited), and a probability 1 -ir,(P1, Y) that it will not.6 If chosen, a quantity of one is demanded, otherwise the quantity demanded is zero.
If P, is constant across time, and the distribution of E is independent and identically distributed (iid) across time, ir, will be constant over time. Therefore, the outcome of the repeat discrete choices faced by the consumer can be modeled as a series of iid draws. Total number of draws over the course of the season will have a binomial distribution. As the number of draws increases, and the probability of choice decreases proportionally, this binomial distribution will asymptotically converge to a Poisson distribution (Mood, Graybill, and Boes). In other words, the count of the number of days (within a year) that good one is chosen will be asymptotically distributed as a Poisson random variable.
It is important to note that the Poisson distribution of outcomes is not dependent on the exact distribution of ir. However, the functional form of the Poisson parameter, A(P, Y; P), does depend on ir. For example, it can be shown that if each discrete choice yields a logit distribution for ir, and the choice probability is small and constant across time, the functional form for A will asymptotically equal exp ( = f r(p, Y)dp.
5 For example, if Vj( ) ; V0( ) and P1 = Po, and if on day t = T, e1, is very large and E, is very small, then good one will be chosen. Alternatively, if on day t = y, e~, is very small and coy is very large, then good zero will be chosen. 6 For example, if utility is of the form V + e, good one (j = 1) is chosen when co < el + V, -Vo. Given that V, and Vo are nonstochastic, different choices occur as el and co vary. The classic case of logit probabilities occurs when the elements of e1 and Co are independently drawn from a type I extreme value distribution (Maddala, ch. 3). 7 The logit assumes that Vi = XfI + ei, where X is a vector of prices, etc., and ei follows a type I extreme value distribution. See the appendix for a further discussion of these results.
8 See Hanemann (1984b), equation 26, or Mood, Graybill, and Boes ch 4.1; where the assumption that F(CV) = 0 for CV < 0 is used. Note that f, and F,, which are strictly conditional on E, may be specific to "day" t.
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Lastly, it is readily shown that the E[CV,] equivalent to the change in the price of good one from
Given that ir, is constant over time, the expected value of the total compensating variation (CV) over an entire period (say, over a year consisting of T days) will be ( 
10) E[CV] = E ZICV =E[CVj]
= r,(p, Y)dp = Z t(p, Y)dp t P P Because the Poisson process defines A as the result of many small probability events, it immediately follows that9 (11) pb Tb E[CV] = E (p, Y)dp A(p, Y)dp. Both the restricted choice and the repeated discrete choice models are easily extended to these general count models. The restricted choice model can be described as a reduced form incorporating information on utility maximization and on unobservable factors. Therefore, use of a more sophisticated model (such as the Negative Binomial) is straightforward, and need only be justified on econometric grounds of efficiency and consistency. Earlier results on welfare calculations are also readily extended, so long as a consistent estimate of the expected value of demand is available.
Therefore, the price integral over the Poisson parameter, A(P, Y), is a legitimate approxima-
For the repeat discrete choice model, it is instructive to examine the process by which a nonPoisson distribution might arise. First, consider the Negative Binomial. A gamma distribution of A could arise due to variation in the underlying probability (T,(P, Y)) of choosing to consume the discrete good (such as a trip to recreational site), with this probability constant across time, but varying across individuals who are otherwise similar. Knowledge of the exact distribution of the daily probability across individuals (iT,) is unnecessary, all that is assumed is that the process gives rise to a gamma distribution of A.
Considering the PML estimators, it is not necessary to assume that A has a gamma distribution, all that is required is that one's model of E[Q] is correct. In the context of repeated discrete choice, this implies that the mix of daily probabilities across individuals (1ri,) that give rise to E[Q] need not be known. It is conceivable 
Conclusion
Count data models are an appealing tool for estimation of individual demand. This paper presents two foundations for count models: a restricted choice set and a repeat discrete choice model. All of these models generate count distributions of outcomes. The restricted choice set model presumes that the interaction between observable influences (such as price and income) and unobservable factors yields a distribution of demand that can be modeled using a count probability density function, such as the Poisson. Computing the expected value of consumer surplus is readily accomplished, assuming that one's estimate of the expected value of demand is unbiased across the relevant price range.
The repeat discrete choice model presumes that in each of many time periods an individual chooses whether or not to take a trip. If the underlying probability to take a trip is constant, the observed trip demand over a season will asymptotically follow a Poisson distribution. Other count models, such as the Negative Binomial, can be derived which permit the underlying probability (of taking a trip) to vary across otherwise similar individuals, or over the season. Welfare measures from the discrete choice model can be extended to count models.
Although the presentation of the repeat discrete choice in this paper covers several cases, a number of questions remain for future study. For example, if the proper income variable in the underlying repeat choice model is not yearly income, what value should be used? In addition, if multiple day trips and time constraints reduce the number of trips possible in a season, will the asymptotic results developed here be consistent? Lastly, how should cases be modeled when the probability of visitation later in the season depends on the realized choices made earlier?
One interesting result obtained under both models is the formula used to compute consumer surplus. This formula, which in the Poisson case equals -A/P, = -exp(XP)/jp, is the same as the standard formula used in the continuous semi-log model. Therefore, the existing count literature which has used this formula is on solid ground.
In summary, count models appear to be highly flexible tools for analyzing individual recreation data. Given their strong econometric properties and sound theoretical foundation, in many circumstances count models should become the model of choice.13
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